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The perfect adornment for the bookshelves of today’s modern gentleman, The Bow Tie Book is
the first illustrated publication devoted to the classic menswear item. "In case you have a
swagger, a bow tie could be a badge of courage…BrienFrom its humble beginnings around the
necks of seventeenth-century Croatian mercenaries, the bow tie has evolved to become among
the signature accessories in the present day gentleman’but a beautifully asymmetrical, slightly
tousled bow is a perfect search for a romantic non-conformist man of style. A lot more than an
accessory, bow ties inform the world you are a man of style, compound, and individuality;GQ
style writer Glenn O’The bow isn't for the timid of center…s closet. Once relegated to the uniforms
of nerds, waiters, and wedding celebrations, bow ties now adorn the collars of men of all ages
and appearance on the runways of Paris and London as well as the roads of Brooklyn and Silver
Lake." — The Bow Tie Book includes a brief history of the bow tie and features a lot more than
100 full-color and black-and-white photographs of bow tie– a guy who respects himself and
those around him enough to place his best foot forwards; In addition, it includes over 20 fullcolor illustrations created specially for this publication by mentioned artist James Gulliver
Hancock, as well as a completely illustrated and removable "How exactly to Tie a Bow Tie" cheat
sheet. a guy who likes to stick out in a group but is usually polite; The Bow Tie Publication
makes the perfect present for the uniquely stylish man. a guy of whimsy, intelligence, and
imagination.wearing guys, along with estimates and essays from bow tie wearers, designers,
and their admirers.
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Very fun book! Going in to a little free library! I didn't need to get him another bow tie, so I
bought him this reserve. I thought it might be fun, it was so much more than expected! Don’t
bother Not wonderful. It had been for my hubby. Maybe fifty web pages of stuff spread over 100
pages. ok book was a gift and somewhat disapointed that instruction much less well explained
for newbie. He loved it and we had some good laughs. Some clever quotes. Lots of meh
shutterstock fashion pictures. Mostly wasted space. A successful present My bow-tie-wearing
friends (yes, I have 2) loved this present, and one of these bought a duplicate for his bow-tiedressed in doctor. This was something special for a pal who wears lots of bow ties. It just had
images of bow ties. Two Stars I thought it would teach how to tie bow ties. I enjoyed the
anecdotes As anyone who has worn bow ties since I actually was in senior high school, I
enjoyed the anecdotes. Five Stars great fun little present. cute book Didn't understand what to
expect. Great coffee table book.
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